MERIDIAN MINING S.E.
ESPIGÃO CU-AU POLYMETALLIC PROJECT
REASSESSMENT OF 2015-2017 STREAM SEDIMENT SAMPLING DATA
PATHFINDER VECTORS TO MINERALIZATION

CAUTIONARY NOTE REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
Certain of the statements made and information contained herein is “forward-looking information” within the meaning of applicable Canadian securities laws. All statements other than statements of historical facts included in this document constitute forward-looking
information, including but not limited to statements regarding the Company’s plans, prospects and business strategies; the Company’s guidance on the timing and amount of future production and its expectations regarding the results of operations; expected costs; permitting
requirements and timelines; timing and possible outcome of pending litigation; the results of any Preliminary Economic Assessment, Feasibility Study, or Mineral Resource and Mineral Reserve estimations, life of mine estimates, and mine and mine closure plans; anticipated
market prices of metals, currency exchange rates, and interest rates; the Company’s ability to comply with contractual and permitting or other regulatory requirements; anticipated exploration and development activities at the Company’s projects; and the Company’s integration
of acquisitions and any anticipated benefits thereof. Words such as “believe”, “expect”, “anticipate”, “contemplate”, “target”, “plan”, “goal”, “aim”, “intend”, “continue”, “budget”, “estimate”, “may”, “will”, “can”, “could”, “should”, “schedule” and similar expressions identify
forward-looking statements.
The Company cautions that it has not completed any feasibility studies on any of its mineral properties, and no mineral reserve estimate or mineral resource estimate has been established. In particular, because the Company's production decision relating to Meridian Mineracao
Jaburi S.A, manganese project is not based upon a feasibility study of mineral reserves, the economic and technical viability of the Espigão manganese project has not been established.
Forward-looking information is necessarily based upon various estimates and assumptions including, without limitation, the expectations and beliefs of management, including that the Company can access financing, appropriate equipment and sufficient labour; assumed and
future price of manganese, copper, zinc, gold and other metals; anticipated costs; ability to achieve goals; the prompt and effective integration of acquisitions; that the political environment in which the Company operates will continue to support the development and operation
of mining projects; and assumptions related to the factors set forth below. While these factors and assumptions are considered reasonable by Meridian Mining S.E. as at the date of this document in light of management’s experience and perception of current conditions and
expected developments, these statements are inherently subject to significant business, economic and competitive uncertainties and contingencies.
Known and unknown factors could cause actual results to differ materially from those projected in the forward-looking statements and undue reliance should not be placed on such statements and information. Such factors include, but are not limited to: risks inherent in and/or
associated with operating in foreign countries; uncertain political and economic environments; community activism, shareholder activism and risks related to negative publicity with respect to the Company or the mining industry in general; changes in laws, regulations or policies
including but not limited to those related to permitting and approvals, environmental and tailings management, labour, trade relations, and transportation; delays or the inability to obtain necessary governmental approvals and/or permits; regulatory investigations,
enforcement, sanctions and/or related or other litigation; risks associated with business arrangements and partners over which the Company does not have full control; risks associated with acquisitions and related integration efforts, including the ability to achieve anticipated
benefits, unanticipated difficulties or expenditures relating to integration and diversion of management time on integration; competition; development or mining results not being consistent with the Company’s expectations; estimates of future production and operations;
operating, cash and all-in sustaining cost estimates; allocation of resources and capital; litigation; uninsurable risks; volatility and fluctuations in metal and commodity prices; the estimation of asset carrying values; funding requirements and availability of financing;
indebtedness; foreign currency fluctuations; interest rate volatility; changes in the Company’s share price, and equity markets, in general; changing taxation regimes; counterparty and credit risks; health and safety risks; risks related to the environmental impact of the Company’s
operations and products and management thereof; unavailable or inaccessible infrastructure and risks related to ageing infrastructure; risks inherent in mining including but not limited to risks to the environment, industrial accidents, catastrophic equipment failures, unusual or
unexpected geological formations or unstable ground conditions; actual m mined varying from estimates of grade, tonnage, dilution and metallurgical and other characteristics; mineralisation processing efficiency; risks relating to attracting and retaining of highly skilled
employees; ability to retain key personnel; the potential for and effects of labour disputes or other unanticipated difficulties with or shortages of labour or interruptions in production; the price and availability of energy and key operating supplies or services; the inherent
uncertainty of exploration and development, and the potential for unexpected costs and expenses including, without limitation, for mine closure and reclamation at current and historical operations; risks associated with the estimation of Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves
and the geology, grade and continuity of mineral deposits including but not limited to models relating thereto; actual mineralisation mined and/or metal recoveries varying from Mineral Resource and Mineral Reserve estimates; mine plans, and life of mine estimates; the
possibility that future exploration, development or mining results will not be consistent with expectations; natural phenomena such as earthquakes, flooding, and unusually severe weather; potential for the allegation of fraud and corruption involving the Company, its
customers, suppliers or employees, or the allegation of improper or discriminatory employment practices, or human rights violations; security at the Company’s operations; breach or compromise of key information technology systems; materially increased or unanticipated
reclamation obligations; risks related to mine closure activities; risks related to closed and historical sites; title risk and the potential of undetected encumbrances; risks associated with the structural stability of waste rock dumps or tailings storage facilities; and other risks and
uncertainties.
All of the forward-looking statements made in this document are qualified by these cautionary statements. Although the Company has attempted to identify important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those contained in forward-looking
information, there may be other factors that cause results not to be as anticipated, estimated, forecast or intended and readers are cautioned that the foregoing list is not exhaustive of all factors and assumptions which may have been used. Should one or more of these risks
and uncertainties materialize, or should underlying assumptions prove incorrect, actual results may vary materially from those described in forward-looking information. Accordingly, there can be no assurance that forward-looking information will prove to be accurate and
forward-looking information is not a guarantee of future performance. Readers are advised not to place undue reliance on forward-looking information. The forward-looking information contained herein speaks only as of the date of this document. The Company disclaims any
intention or obligation to update or revise forward‐looking information or to explain any material difference between such and subsequent actual events, except as required by applicable law.
This presentation may contain certain financial measures which have no standardized meaning within generally accepted accounting principles under IFRS and therefore amounts presented may not be comparable to similar data presented by other mining companies. This data
is intended to provide additional information and should not be considered in isolation or as a substitute for measures or performance prepared in accordance with IFRS.
QULAIFIED PERSON: The technical information about the Company's exploration activity and exploration target range has been reviewed and approved under the supervision of Dr. Adrian McArthur (B.Sc. Hons, PhD. FAusIMM), the Chief Geologist of Meridian Mining, who is a
"qualified person" within the meaning of National Instrument 43-101.
Note: All dollar amounts are in US dollars unless otherwise denoted
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2015 STREAM SEDIMENT PROGRAM
SUMMARY
A Pan Concentrate Program was initiated in 2015 with over 500 samples taken from stream sediments. Heavy minerals were concentrated for
initial gold counts in the field, and cassiterite counts, from a set volume of channel gravel. In total 437 samples of mineral concentrates were
sent to SGS for semi-quantitative optical mineral classification. Minerals suites can form useful indicators of igneous and hydrothermal
processes for a range of deposit styles.

2020 REVIEW
Re-examine the mineralogy to help define the possible ore systems in Espigão, those considered:
• IOCG Systems: Potential indicator minerals include: Oxides (hematite, magnetite, rutile, spinel, uraninite), Silicates (allanite, amphibole,
actinolite, chlorite, epidote, garnet, titanite, tourmaline, vesuvianite, zircon), Phosphates (apatite, monazite, xenotime), and Sulphides (Bi,
cu, Co sulphide phases, pyrite). Barite and anhydrite have been described from some deposits. Uranium and Thorium can be partitioned
into allanite, apatite, titanite, xenotime, and epidote, but can also occur within specific phases including uraninite, davidite, brannerite,
thorite, thorianite;
• Porphyry Systems: The intrusive complexes that produce porphyry deposits generate enormous volumes of magmatic-hydrothermal fluids.
This requires extreme water contents in the melts, which can be recognized by the presence of hornblende as a phenocryst phase.
Oxidized magmas are essential for effective magmatic transport of copper, gold and molybdenum together with sulphur. Sulphur-bearing Itype, magnetite-series intrusions are particularly favoured for arc related or intracratonic intrusive bodies. Detailed analysis of the
chemistry of specific mineral phases is undertaken to discriminate fertility (zircon, plagioclase, magnetite, apatite, titanite, rutile, epidote
and chlorite); and
Various plots are presented of minerals of interest. Their presence is not necessarily diagnostic of a specific deposit style, but their the spatial
distribution is supportive of hydrothermal processes that require further investigation. Additional petrography, whole rock geochemistry, and
mineral chemistry can add value to discrimination of fertile areas for further exploration at Espigão do Oeste.
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STREAM SEDIMENT DATA: CU-AU-MO-PT
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STREAM SEDIMENT DATA: MAGNETITE
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STREAM SEDIMENT DATA: HEMATITE
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STREAM SEDIMENT DATA: OTHER OXIDES
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STREAM SEDIMENT DATA: PYRITE
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STREAM SEDIMENT DATA: RUTILE
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STREAM SEDIMENT DATA: AMPHIBOLE
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STREAM SEDIMENT DATA: EPIDOTE
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STREAM SEDIMENT DATA: GARNET
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STREAM SEDIMENT DATA: HORNBLENDE
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STREAM SEDIMENT DATA: ZIRCON
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STREAM SEDIMENT DATA: TOURMALINE
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STREAM SEDIMENT DATA: MONAZITE
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STREAM SEDIMENT DATA: OTHER PHOSPHATES
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STREAM SEDIMENT DATA: ILMENITE
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STREAM SEDIMENT DATA: CASSITERITE
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GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
•

Two prominent gold in stream anomalies are evident at Gazeta on the western flank of the project area, and Coice de Cobra to the east

•

Although copper minerals are often leached by weathering, traces of cuprite and chalcopyrite were detected in the Coice de Cobra Area

•

Molybdenite was seen at both the Gazeta (trace levels) and the Coice de Cobra sites (with one concentrate up to 10% molybdenite)

•

Oxide Phases show variable distributions:

•

Rutile is a high-P-T titanium oxide mineral polymorph, and is present in both porphyry and IOCG systems. It shows the highest concentration and
clustering in the Coice de Cobra area, where it forms up to 34% of the heavy mineral concentrate. In the Gazeta area it peaks at 13%. Subsidiary peaks in
the 10-20% range are clustered elsewhere in the project area;

•

Hematite is recorded generally at trace levels. Where present in more frequently is detected in the Coice de Cobra and Gazeta areas. Peak values of 5%
occur in two sample – one at Coice de Cobra, and another a few kilometres SW of the Gracioso prospect. One sample at Coice de Cobra recorded trace
levels of specular hematite;

•

Trace to low percentile levels of indicator minerals Titanite, Thorite, and Spinel occur at Coice de Cobra and Gazeta regions, and locally in adjacent
structural extensions. Gahnite is also locally present;

•

Magnetite is present at some level in the majority of samples. At Gazeta, it is more generally abundant. On the eastern side of the project area, there
appear to be some subtle eastward and westward gradients on concentration from the flank of the central radiometric low. Scattered peaks occur
elsewhere; and

•

Imenite is a common accessory mineral in the heavy mineral fraction. Although common, in a number of samples it is low, particularly in the NW of the
Coice de Cobra area.
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OBSERVATIONS: SILICATES
•

Various silicate phases used as hydrothermal indicators for gold / Cu-Au mineralization show some spatial clustering:
•

Higher Epidote concentrations are evident at Gazeta, and more variably in the Coice de Cobra area. The pattern is suggestive of a hydrothermal
influence, as opposed to regional metamorphism where a more even distribution might be expected;

•

The highest Amphibole concentrations are similarly developed in the Gazeta and Coice de Cobra region. Amphibole can form as an alteration product in
both IOCG and porphyry style systems, often in association with magnetite;

•

Garnet is highest at Gazeta (peak of 10%). The peak value at Coice de Cobra is 2%, whereas elsewhere it is at trace levels;

•

Tourmaline, often an indicator of more fractionated and hydrous melts, occurs with peak values of 1-8% in the Gazeta region. It is present at trace
levels elsewhere, including Coice de Cobra. Values to 2% in concentrates near Eduardo Mendes, where satellite gold counts were also evident; and

•

Zircon is present throughout the project. Proportionally less zircon is present in the Gazeta and Coice de Cobra areas, reflecting the increased
abundance of other silicate and oxide phases described above. Additional studies on zircon morphology and chemistry would be required to distinguish
those formed by hydrothermal and igneous processes. Studies can provide particular insights into the thermal history of the area.
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OBSERVATIONS: PHOSPHATES & SULPHIDES
•

•

Phosphate minerals are present, although at generally at low levels in the project area
•

Monazite has a relatively broad distribution. Peak values of 30% in a heavy mineral concentrate occurs on the flank of a radiometric high and likely relates to a fractionated
granite phase. Isolated values of 1-15% occur on the eastern side of the project area.

•

The other phosphate minerals are present tend to be more commonly developed on the eastern margin of the project area (Apatite, Monazite, Phosphate, Florencite,
Gorceixite, Xenotime). Xenotime is restricted to the Coice de Cobra area.

Sulphides are spare due to the tropic weathering regime. Pyrite, or partially oxidized pyrite-limonite grains, are present – generally at trace levels, but up to a peak of 6% at Gazeta.
Pyrite can be an accessory mineral of both porphyry and IOCG style systems.
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CONCLUSION
• Heavy mineral phases in the stream sediment concentrates show clustering, interpreted to reflect partitioning related to igneous and hydrothermal
processes. Coupled with variation in the metal assemblages in the vein systems1, this is consistent with the interpretation of the Espigão Project as a broadscale, zoned polymetallic mineral system.
• The two principal gold in stream anomalies at Gazeta and Coice de Cobra to the east require further follow up subject to licence renewal, and have targets
developed through initial soil sampling and initial reconnaissance exploration. Positive gold counts have also been detected in areas to the south and north
within the active exploration licences which have yet to be traced to source. Further stream sampling will be required to delineate the extent of anomalous
catchments, and soil sampling to target source areas. Reconnaissance stream sampling also needs to be extended to the eastern-most licence (Marafon area),
to determine whether it hosts an extension of the Coice de Cobra system.
• The gold centres show some spatial correlation or overlap with mineral phases such has rutile, epidote, traces of spinel, titanite, thorite along with
molybdenite and traces of copper minerals, and various phosphate phases. Hydrothermal rutile is most plentiful in sulphide-bearing deposits where it is
stabilized at the expense of ilmenite. These and other mineral phases are seen in systems such as porphyry and IOCG deposit styles. Additional technical
studies such as probing / mineral chemistry can assist to further understanding the nature of the mineralising system, refine the target model, and provide
exploration vectors (probing may also assist in screening gossanous phases after weathered sulphides, given the tropical weathering environment).
• Away for the gold centres, concentrations of indicator minerals are locally clustered along structural corridors associated with manganese veins and ironoxide breccias. Some corridors would benefit from an extension of the stream program, including those within more recent licences approved since 2017
when the program concluded. The manganese veins are copper-anomalous in these corridors, and an exploration objective will be to test whether these
represent the shallow levels of a more diverse Cu-Au mineral system at depth.

1. Meridian News Releases of November 8, 2018; June 12, 2019.
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APPENDIX
•

Example of diversity of chemicla and mineralogical variation in a porphyry system. From Halley, S, Dilles, JH, and Tosdal, RM (2015) Footprints: Hydrothermal Alteration and
Geochemical Dispersion Around Porphyry Copper Deposits. SEG Newsletter No 100.

Vertical and lateral variations in trace elements and
hydrothermal alteration assemblages through a
porphyry Cu system
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APPENDIX
•

•

Left: Example of diversity of mineral assemblages recognized in IOCG system. From Kathy, E, McPhie, J.
and Kamenetsky, V. (2012) Chapter 11: Geology and mineralogical zonation of the Olympic Dam iron
oxide Cu-U-Au-Ag deposit, South Australia. Society of Economic Geologists Special Publication 16,
Geology and Genesis of Major Copper Deposits and Districts of the World: A Tribute to Richard H.
Sillitoe. pp. 237–267.
Below: From Fabris A: (2019) Alteration trends and geochemical characteristics of IOCG deposits in the
Olympic Cu Au Province. Geological Survey of South Australia Presentation. Iron Oxide - Copper-Gold
Mineral Systems Workshop
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